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SHARP RUSH
Do you know this pest? lt is widespread auoss the nod.hern and western paft of the wheatbelt, and is spreading fast The

ipJ ii tn" "t"r" uio quite spiny. If you are sure you have seen it, please let your LFwo know where, so that a clear idea of its

present distibution can be recorded

Sharp (or Spiny) Rush, Juncus
acutus, is widespread around the
Meditenanean, growing on mainlY
coastal salt marshes. You will see
it in southem France, for examPle
on the Camargue, along with greY
horses, blackbulls, Pinkfl amingoes
and SeaDaffodils. Somehow itgot
to WA, perhaps as seeds in the soil
in plant pots, where it has found our
saline soils very much to its liking.
Itis now widespread onthewestem
side ofthe Avon Catchment and as
far north as Three SPrings, as well
as in areas ofthe Coastal Plain.

The rushes are a worldwide
group of mainly tufted Perennial
plants, principally found in wet
areas. The stems and leaves
grow from a rhizome, are usually
cylindrical and maY contain Pith'
They have small green or brown
flowers and are wind Pollinated.
As well as growing flom seeds,
they can also spread bY rhizomes.
It is often hard to tell the different
species apart, but SharP Rush ts
so called because the tiPS of the
stems and leaves are quite stiff
and sharp.

In past eras. rushes were
important in Europe for a number of

reasons. Vast quantities were used to
strew onthe floor, wherethey fomed
a sort of absorbent Packing that
soaked up spilt liquids and trapped
food scraps and other unpleasant
refuse. The whole mess was swept
up periodically and thrown out. (It
is unlikely that I acutus was tsed
for rush matting, as the stems end
in a sharp point, which might harm
the paws of the Lords' hounds.)
Another use comes ffom the fact
that the outside of individual stems
can be peeled away to leave the Pith,
which, after drying, can be used as
a wick in primitive oil lamPs' (The
only record I canfind ofrushes being
used in Australia is that Tasmanian
Aboriginal people used the Pith of
the native Pale Rush, J. Pallidus,to
make head-dresses!)

Why is it a problem?

Sharp Rush is very vigorous
and invasive. It can quicklY
come to dominate lowJYing areas,
especially paddock or bushland
areas experiencing secondarY
salinity. It excludes other more
useful species, both native Plants
and pasture. The dense clumPs do
not provide good habitat for small

animals such as quendas, frogs or
lizards and, in common with many
introduced plants, it does not harbour
many invertebrates. The sharP
spines can poke the eyes out of any
unwary animal grazing too ciose.
Thus areas dominated bY SharP
Rush have reduced value for either
grazing or biodiversity.

At the moment it is PrinciPallY
confined to disturbed areas in the
agricultural area, but the real theat
to biodiversity would occur ifitgets
into the fringing reedbeds aroundthe
coastal estuaries and wetlands. It
would have the potential to change
the character ofthese areas, making
them far less valuable for wetland
birds, for example. This is a very
serious threat to biodiversitY.

Control

Sharp Rush can be killed bY
herbicide (especially if a penetrant
is added) but tben the dead sPinY
tussocks remain to interfere with
regeneration. If possible, fire or
slashing could be used to remove
the tussocks before using herbicide
on the regeneration and the seedling
growth that the fire will Promote.

Left: plant. Nght: fruiting head, note sharp spines.

continued on page ll
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OOZEAND GOOP!ACID SALINE SEEPS WORKSHOP

A Land for Wildlife 10th anniversary event

Despite some very wet weather, over 40 people
gathered at Talbot Hall south of York to leam about
the problem of surface soil acidity in seepage areas.
Steve Appleyard, the acid saline soils guru ftom DEC,
gave a clear explanation of
how the soils formed, why
they become a problem when
aerated, and how the surface
scald develops.

He then went  on to
discuss the problems that
exceedingly acidic water can
cause, from eating away any
infrastructure (culverts, fence
posts) made from concrete
or steel, to the death of all
aquatic organisms, the death
of all affected plants (mainly
from aluminium toxicity)
as the acid first dissolves
minerals (eg cadmium, arsenic,
lead,  a lumin ium and the

Acid seep testing is going on under the umbrcllas! The dense
growth of Shore Rush is evident, as well as the height of
Saltbustet (Morc info p. 15)

coal mining and very difficult to dispose of safely.

David Breen, from the Talbot Land Management
Group, described the work done on this particular site,
and in the Talbot Brook catchment, and what had been

leamt from the work (p l4).

Steve went on to explain
that seeps such as the one
at Talbot, produced because
of rising groundwater on a
catchment scale, are trying
to become a small wetland,
and are best treated by letting
them do just that. Let the site
become water logged and
encourage reeds to cover the
surface. Waterlogging means
anaerobic conditions, so the
acid will no longerbe created.
Even trampling by stockcauses
enough pugging to permit
surface oxidation.

'transuranium elements') from the granite, then
concentrates them into a toxic brew that causes nasty
problems for any,thing that tries to drink it, or plants that try
to absorb it. The healy metals are carried on up the food
chain, getting more concentrated all the time. Drainage
exacerbates the problem, as it allows oxygen to access
the sulphite layer in the soil and so activate the process
of creating sulphuric acid. Many Wheatbelt drains run
with crystal clear, pale blueish water - clear because it
is so acid nothing can live in it (and it will blister your
skin) and blue because ofthe extremely high level of
dissolved aluminium. It is akin to the waste water from

An inspection of the acid saline seepage site next
to Talbot Hall allowed Steve and David to demonstrate
the points made during their presentations - including
rotting concrete culverts - although the torrential rain
diluted surface acidity expression. The effectiveness
ofthe revegetation was clearly seen.

Participants went away with a much better
understanding ofthe problems causedby this ttpe ofsoil
and what to do about it. Zara Kivell thanked everyone for
their attendance and hoped that we would all continue
to work together for a better long-term future for our
unusual and fragile landscape.

I

continued fron pase I0 Sharp Rush

Inpaddockareas it is probablybesttousefire followed
by herbicide to totally remove all vegetation in the area,
following up with cultivation and establishment of
suitable perennial pasture species.

In bushland, spot spray with 20ml glyphosate 360
to 1 litre of water, plus the addition of a penetrant (eg
Pulse) at 2mlll of water. If spraying near open water,
use a special formulation such as Roundup Biactive @.
Monitor the area on a regular basis, and follow-up spray
as required. Replant with suitable species to prevent
other weeds filling the gaps.

This article is based on information presented at the

'Managing Sharp Rush Workshop'held in Perth on the
4thAugust2006. Thanksto all speakers for sharing their
knowledge. For more information on controlling Sharp
Rush in bushland, contact Kate Brown at DEC's 'Urban

Nature' by email: Urban.Nahre@dec.wa.gov.au

Sharp Rush Brochute

Urban Nature and the Environmental Weeds Action
Network have produced a brochure on controlling Sharp
Rush in bushland. For a copy, contact Urban Nature.

Penny Hussey




